INGREDIENTS:
1. A 料
2. 蛋 8 個
3. 砂糖 300g
4. B 料
5. 蜂蜜 4 大匙 (台灣的蜂蜜會比較香)
6. 溫的熱水或牛奶 50cc
7. C 料
8. 麵粉 200 克

PREPARATION
1. Preheat the oven to 375 degrees Fahrenheit.
2. Mix well ingredient B. Mix ingredient A with high speed for 10 minutes, then add ingredients B and C into the mixture, mix well with medium speed.
3. Get rid of the air bubbles by hitting the bowl against the counter top a couple of times.
4. Spray a 9 by 11 container, pour in the mixture. Bake in 325 degrees for about 25 minutes and 350 degrees about 5 minutes or until golden brown.